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            Best Brussels holiday apartments

            Well done. Look what authentic hosts in Brussels are offering to you on 9flats.
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            Popular accommodations in Brussels
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Apartment
Accommodates 6
Smartflats Design - Berlaymont

Featuring city views, Smartflats Design - Berlaymont is situated in the European district district of Brussels, 600 metres from Berlaymont and 1.9 km from Mont des Arts. There is a private entrance at the apartment for the convenience of those who stay. The apartment has family rooms.Book nowfrom $84 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 6
Smartflats Design - Postiers

Offering a direct view of the Place de la Monnaie, Smartflats Les Postiers is located in Brussels, just a few steps from Rue Neuve. Free WiFi access is available. The apartments are 400 metres from Grand Place Brussels.Book nowfrom $77 per night
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Hotel
Accommodates 4
Hôtel Argus by happyCulture

Argus Hotel is only 350 metres from Louise Metro Station and 20 minutes’ walk from Grand Place. It features spacious sound-proofed rooms, daily breakfast buffet and free Wi-Fi.Book nowfrom $86 per night
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Hotel
Accommodates 4
NH Brussels Carrefour de L’Europe

This hotel is located 2 minutes from Grand Place and Central Station. Restaurants and shops surround the hotel and the Bourse metro station is a short walk away. Free WiFi is available throughout the entire property.Book nowfrom $66 per night
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Hotel
Accommodates 4
Hôtel Aqua by HappyCulture

This design hotel offers modern rooms with free WiFi, a 2-minute walk from the Porte de Namur Metro Station. It includes a gym and a bright interior is decorated with art and design furniture.Book nowfrom $86 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 4
Smartflats Premium - Palace du Grand Sablon

Set in a town house on Sablon Square, Smartflats Premium - Palace du Grand Sablon is self-catering accommodation located in Brussels. Free WiFi access is available. The property is 300 metres from the Magritte Museum and 500 metres from Brussels Central Station.Book nowfrom $78 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 4
Les Pieds a La Grande Place

Set in the centre of Brussels, 300 metres from Place Sainte-Catherine and 1.1 km from Belgian Comics Strip Center, Les Pieds a La Grande Place offers free WiFi and air conditioning. There is a private entrance at the apartment for the convenience of those who stay. The apartment features family rooms.Book nowfrom $86 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 6
Smartflats City - Brusselian

Just 500 metres from the Grote Markt, Apartments The Brusselian offers elegantly styled apartments with a view of the city. Several trams depart a 2-minute walk from the apartments and link to all major tourist sights.Book nowfrom $70 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 6
Smartflats - Toison d'Or

Set within 400 metres of Egmont Palace and 700 metres of Place du Grand Sablon in Brussels, Smartflats - Toison d'Or offers accommodation with seating area. Among the facilities at this property are full-day security and a concierge service, along with free WiFi throughout the property. The apartment features family rooms.Book nowfrom $93 per night
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Hotel
Accommodates 2
Hotel Aviation

Hotel Aviation is located in Anderlecht, a 6-minute walk from Brussels-South Train Station with the Eurostar and Thalys terminals. It offers a 24-hour reception and free Wi-Fi access is available. The Manneken Pis Statue is 1 km away.Book nowfrom $53 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 6
Smartflats Design - Gaité

Offering free WiFi, the self-catering Smartflats La Gaité is located in Rue Neuve Shopping Area, 400 metres from Grand Place Brussels and 550 metres from Central Station. La Monnaie Square and Opera are less than 200 metres away.Book nowfrom $77 per night
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Apartment
Accommodates 4
Smartflats City - Manneken Pis

Smartflats City - Manneken Pis benefits from a central location in the heart of historical Brussels, within 260 metres from Grand Place, The King’s House and Manneken Pis. This self-catering accommodation offers free WiFi access.Book nowfrom $75 per night
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      Information about Brussels


  Brussels: the  “Capital of Europe”

The city of Brüssel is the capital of Belgium and the largest city in the country. However, it also holds the honour of being the unofficial capital of the European Union. This diverse and vibrant metropolitan area has an illustrious history that dates back over 1,000 years, and its geographical significance has meant it has been the location of many bloody battles over the years. Brüssel is now a modern, forward-thinking city that plays host to the European government, and tourists from all over the world flock to the city to enjoy its unique mix of different European cultures. The city is home to dozens of hotels, but none of them can match holiday apartments in Brüssel for privacy and sheer flexibility.

A Holiday Apartment in Brüssel Is a Home from Home

There is so much to do and see in Brüssel, you could struggle to fit everything into a single visit. However, holiday apartments in Grandplace could put you closer to the action, and you won’t need to fight with other guests for tables in restaurants. That means you will have more time to see what Brüssel has to offer. The Atomium, for instance, was modelled on a molecule of iron that was magnified many millions of times. It is a unique blend of architecture and sculpture that dominates the city’s skyline. Visitors also have the chance to tour the entire continent of Europe in just a few hours, as Mini Europe is home to traditional buildings from 80 different European cities. However, the Old Town is a must-see area of Brüssel, as it is home to a stunning Gothic Town Hall and the Galeries St. Hubert – a glass-roofed shopping area packed with chic shops, cafes and restaurants.

Holiday Accommodation in Brussels Puts You Side by Side with Local People

Belgium is famous throughout the world for its wonderful chocolate, and the manufacturing and history of the country’s favourite confectionery are beautifully depicted at The Chocolate Museum. The country’s finest chocolate is widely-considered to be sold at Wittamer – a family company that has been perfecting the art of chocolate-making for over a century. However, Brüssel is dominated by the EU Parliament, and visitors can take an audio guide of the stunning building whilst learning about the functions performed in the EU’s spiritual home. A large part of this city’s appeal is its people, and there is no better way to immerse yourself in local life than by staying in holiday accommodation in Pl. de Brouckere. Many properties on the 9flats website are located in real neighbourhoods – there is no better way of discovering the customs and traditions of a country.

Instead of couchsurfing in Brüssel, why not give the 9flats website a try? The service delivered by 9flats is similar, but you could rent a holiday home in its entirety – right at the centre of a real Belgian community. It doesn’t matter whether you want a holiday home in Antwerp or private lodgings in Ankara, 9flats gives you the chance to live in luxury whilst learning about the traditions of countries across the globe.

Food path: 4 cities, four iconic meals

Check  here our suggested travel to discover a unique “food path”

10 Top Tourist Attractions in Brussels
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          Latest reviews for places in Brussels

    

      	
            
              5.0
              Didn't get the location reserved, but they gave me another place even better (after some negotiation)

              Martin
              reviewed
                Loft 10;2-Bedroom Central Apartment!
                in
                Grandplace
            

          
	
            
              4.0
              The place is small, but you' ve got everything you need. I walked less than 10 minutes to the grand place and less than 15 minutes to central station. The metro station is just two minutes away. I enjoyed my stay in Brussel very much.

              Barbara
              reviewed
                Charming small studio, Grand Place
                in
                Pl. de Brouckere
            

          
	
            
              5.0
              Ruhige Lage des Hauses.

              Annette
              reviewed
                Maison avec jardin
                in
                Val Duchesse Hertoginnend
            

          
	
            
              5.0
              Everything was as expected, except for the kitchen…MORE than expected! Smooth and reliable, good location and all very clean. Thank you!

              Giorgia 
              reviewed
                APT. TOUR & TAXIS 1 + PARKING
                in
                Port Haven
            

          



    




      Discover more destinations
	Holiday apartments in St.-Peter-Ording
	Budget accommodation in 07ème Arrondissement
	Studio to rent in Bronx
	Holiday villas in Sao Paulo


	Cheap accommodations in Pembrokeshire
	Guest house in Neuhausen
	Apartment rentals in Haute-Nendaz
	Cheap accommodation in Embajadores


	Bed and Breakfast in Edinburgh
	Vacation accommodation in Spitalfields
	Apartment airbnb in Palacio
	Rent apartments in Weimar






      
  
    
      Popular destinations around the world
    


    
        
          
            Popular cities in Europe
          

          
              
                	
                      Florence
                    
	
                      Berlin
                    
	
                      Amsterdam
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                      Prague
                    
	
                      Rãdmiecie
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            Destinations worldwide
          

          
              
                	
                      London
                    
	
                      Miami Beach
                    
	
                      Rome
                    


              

              
                	
                      Milan
                    
	
                      Rļga
                    
	
                      The Hague
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            Popular islands and regions
          

          
              
                	
                      Tuscany
                    
	
                      Sicily
                    
	
                      Miami Beach
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                      Malta
                    
	
                      Crete
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                      Canary Islands
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                      Alps
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